
Baby Carrier Harmony

We are very excited and happy to introduce
the latest addition to our family of baby carriers –

Baby Carrier Harmony. It is a versatile, high-quality  

baby carrier designed to reflect the BABYBJÖRN  

vision: To encourage closeness and to make everyday  

life a little easier for families with young children.

Launching June 2021



ABOUT BABY CARRIER HARMONY

Baby Carrier Harmony is the perfect choice for parents who want a full-
function baby carrier that can be used from newborn up to 36 months.

Crafted with padded shoulder-straps, a proper waist belt and a comfy  
lumbar support for lower back relief, Baby Carrier Harmony offers  
superior comfort.

Baby Carrier Harmony is also designed with a truly comfortable  
fit for the baby and an adjustable, easy-to-use head support.

Baby Carrier Harmony can be used from 3,2-15kg, and in 
the US from 7lb- 40lb.

Baby Carrier Harmony will be available in three bestselling colors:  
Silver, Anthracite and Navy blue.
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6. Ergonomic lumbar support
Designed to offer extra pressure relief and  
lumbar support

7. Comfortable waist belt
A pressure-relieving waist belt makes longer  
babywearing sessions more enjoyable

8. Grows with your baby
Fits newborns without extra infant insert  
and adjusts to fit your growing baby

9. Unique 3D mesh
One-layered mesh makes Baby Carrier  
Harmony our coolest baby carrier yet

10. Multiple carrying positions

1.  Padded shoulderstraps
Wide, padded shoulder straps for great

carrying comfort

2. Adjustable head support
Sturdy support that folds down in three
stages and fastens easily with side snaps

3. Easy-to-use buckles  
Intuitive design makes it easy for you 

to open and close the baby carrier

4. Soft and flexible
Mesh fabric that both supports and

gently hugs your baby

5. Adjustable seat area
Proper support for your baby’s

legs and hips
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
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SAFETY DETAILS

Developed in collaboration with medical experts
When developing a new baby carrier, BABYBJÖRN work closely with both
medical experts and pediatricians. Throughout the process—from idea to
finished product—we focus on safety and good ergonomics.

Hip-friendly design
The International Hip Dysplasia Institute has tested Baby Carrier Harmony  
and classifies it as a “hip friendly” baby carrier when used in accordance  
with the instructions.

Kind fabrics that are safe to taste
Baby Carrier Harmony meet the criteria for OEKO-TEX Standard 100,  
class 1 for baby products. That means that the 3D mesh and the jersey  
are kind to babies’ sensitive skin and safe to taste.



CAMPAIGN CONCEPT

Moments of harmony
When you’re a new parent, moments of harmony can be rare.

But it’s those moments that make sleepless nights and the ups

and downs of parenthood all worthwhile.

Our new ergonomic Baby Carrier Harmony is created to  

encourage closeness and to make everyday life a little easier.  

It features airy and snuggly fabrics, intuitive, easy-to-use  

design and is crafted with care in every detail. So that

you can focus on capturing those precious moments.



PACKAGING
Each color will have its own packaging.  

Size: 290 x 315 x 130mm

Silver Anthracite Navy blue The back




